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A Day Away
Minerva Dobbs tahu bahagia selamanya hanya ada dalam dongeng. Terutama bila
ia sampai menjalin hubungan dengan pria yang hanya mengajaknya makan malam
demi memenangi taruhan. Sekalipun pria itu Calvin Morrisey yang memikat dan
sangat sukses. Cal tahu berkomitmen sangatlah sulit, terutama dengan wanita
yang mudah tersulut emosi seperti Min Dobbs. Meski wanita itu mengenakan
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sepatu-sepatu keren dan membuatnya tertantang. Ketika mengucapankan salam
perpisahan pada akhir makan malam, mereka bertekad takkan pernah bertemu
lagi. Tapi takdir punya rencana lain dan mempertemukan mereka lagi… dan lagi…
dan lagi….

Strange Bedpersons
New York Times bestselling author Jennifer Crusie teams up with USA Today
bestselling author Bob Mayer to write a sizzling, high-octane romantic adventure
about a straight-talking woman and a straight-shooting man Lucy Armstrong is a
director of television commercials who's just been recruited to finish a four-day
action movie shoot. But she arrives on the set to discover that the directing staff
has quit, the make-up artist is suicidal, the stars are egomaniacs, the stunt director
is her ex-husband, and the lead actor has just acquired as an advisor a Green
Beret who has the aggravating habit of always being right. Green Beret Captain JT
Wilder had thought that hiring on as a military consultant for a movie star was a
good deal: easy money and easier starlets. Instead he has to babysit a bumbling
comedian, dodge low-flying helicopters, and resist his attraction to a director who
bears a distracting resemblance to Wonder Woman. Then the CIA calls and he
realizes that somebody is taking "shooting a movie" much too literally. Full of
suspense and humor, non-stop action and fast-paced dialogue, Don't Look Down is
the perfect blend of male and female, adventure and romance, Mayer and Crusie.
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School Effectiveness And School-Based Management
The Buddhist approach to death can be of great benefit to people of all
backgrounds—as has been demonstrated time and again in Joan Halifax’s decades
of work with the dying and their caregivers. Inspired by traditional Buddhist
teachings, her work is a source of wisdom for all those who are charged with a
dying person’s care, facing their own death, or wishing to explore and contemplate
the transformative power of the dying process. Her teachings affirm that we can
open and contact our inner strength, and that we can help others who are suffering
to do the same.

Would Like to Meet
Two little girls walked to their deaths and nobody noticed A gripping new thriller
featuring the brilliantly complex psychologist Dr Jessie Flynn, who struggles with a
dark past. Two bodies on the beach. One killer out for revenge. Two years ago, a
young girl was murdered while playing on the beach, a doll left by her side. DI
Bobby 'Marilyn' Simmons failed to catch her killer and he's been tormented with
guilt ever since. So when another dead girl is found in the dunes, another doll, he
knows this could be his only chance to silence his demons. Psychologist Dr Jessie
Flynn is called in to help with the investigation. But she's being led into a web of
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lies and deceit by a new patient called Laura - a deeply disturbed woman who
wants Jessie as her friend. When links emerge between Laura and the two dead
girls, Jessie's worst nightmare becomes reality. For in the dark world of a twisted
killer, she begins to realize just how treacherous friends can be

Faking It
Mitch Peabody was learning pretty fast that the life of a private detective was
nothing like the movies. He'd envisioned a world of tough-talking detectives and
smart-mouthed, stunning dames. Instead he saw case after case of cheating
husbands, suspicious wives and unsuspecting mistresses…until she walked
through the door. Right down to her stilettos, Mae Sullivan was a knockout with a
lethal body—and a lethal family to go with it. There was something not quite on the
up-and-up about her, but she came with a case he couldn't afford to refuse…and
left him with a case of lust he hadn't had since high school. It didn't take long for
him to fall for her, hook, line and sinker. But was Mae interested only in catching
the double-crossing crooks who murdered her uncle…or did the lady want to catch
him?

Crazy for You
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The sequel to Flat-Out Sexy, starring a bad boy race car driver hero who's met his
match-from a hot USA Today bestselling author. Grad student Imogen Wilson
realizes she's hit on the perfect thesis for her sociology degree. If she follows the
so-called "rules" on how to get a man, can she steer her way into the world and
hearts of stock race car drivers, and establish their dating- and mating-patterns?
Although sexy and reckless racer Ty McCordle is the ideal test subject, Imogen
knows that for the sake of science, she can't give in to her growing attraction for
him. Yet he's the one who's chasing after her, and Imogen realizes that she
actually wants to be caught. A southern gentleman like Ty will satisfy all her
curiosity-and make all the risks worthwhile

Dogs and Goddesses
A feast she wasn't expecting! Clover Greene would sooner crawl into her oven than
host family for Thanksgiving dinner. Yet another annual ritual of too much food,
served with a side of criticism over "Clover's Bad Life Choices." This year, she
needs to distract them all—with a handsome fake boyfriend. And she has the
perfect guy in mind. Contractor Erick Fields is the poster boy for sexy single dads,
and Clover has been secretly crushing on him for ages. She certainly wasn't
expecting Erick to agree to her insane charade…or to add lots of hot, wicked sex to
the deal. If they can pull it off, the worst Thanksgiving ever might give them
something to be really thankful for!
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Fast Women
Can you fall in love like they do in the movies? It's Evie Summers's job to find out.
Because if she can't convince her film agency's biggest client, Ezra Chester, to
write the romantic-comedy screenplay he owes producers, her career will be over.
The catch? He thinks rom-coms are unrealistic--and he'll only put pen to paper if
Evie shows him that it's possible to meet a man in real life the way it happens on
the big screen. Cynical Evie might not believe in happily ever after, but she'll do
what it takes to save the job that's been her lifeline . . . even if it means reenacting
iconic rom-com scenes in public. Spilling orange juice on a cute stranger? No
problem. Leaving her number in books all over London to see who calls? Done.
With a little help from her well-meaning friends--and Ben and Anette, the adorable
father-daughter duo who keep witnessing her humiliations--Evie is determined to
prove she can meet a man the way Sally met Harry. But can a workaholic who's
given up on love find a meet-cute of her very own?

Welcome to Temptation/Bet Me
How far would you go to get over a guy? When Grace Emerson's ex-fiancé starts
dating her younger sister, extreme measures are called for. To keep everyone from
obsessing about her love life, Grace announces that she's seeing someone.
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Someone wonderful. Someone handsome. Someone completely made up. Who is
this Mr. Right? Someone…exactly unlike her renegade neighbor Callahan O'Shea.
Well, someone with his looks, maybe. His hot body. His knife-sharp sense of humor.
His smarts and big heart. Whoa. No. Callahan O'Shea is not her perfect man! Not
with his unsavory past. So why does Mr. Wrong feel so…right?

Wild Ride
After nearly being killed, prima ballerina Lucia del Mar winds up in the Morrocan
home of Rashid alJazari, one of the world's leading computer experts, who has
discovered a computer with a soul and now is in great danger himself. Original.

Don't Look Down
Tess Newhart knows her ex-boyfriend Nick Jamieson isn't the right guy for her. He's
caviar and champagne; she's take-out Chinese pot stickers. He's an uptight
Republican lawyer; she was raised in a commune. He wants to get ahead in
business; she just wants…him. But there's no way Tess will play second fiddle to
his job. Yet somehow she finds herself agreeing to play his fiancée on a weekend
business trip that could make or break Nick's career. And while he's trying to
convince Tess that he needs her in his respectable world, Tess is doing her best to
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keep her opinions to herself and her hands off Nick.

Watermelon
Following her divorce, Nell Dysart takes a job working for a detective agency and
finds herself knee deep in embezzlement, bribery, blackmail, arson, adultery,
murder, and passion with her boss, Gabe McKenna.

WHAT THE LADY WANTS
What do you do when you discover that your super-hot blind date from months ago
is now your super-hot Russian Lit professor? You overthink everything and pray for
a swift end to your misery, of course! ‘Kissing Tolstoy’ is the first book in the Dear
Professor series, is 46k words, and can be read as a standalone. A shorter version
of this story (28k words) was entitled ‘Nobody Looks Good in Leather Pants’ and
was available via Penny Reid’s newsletter for free over the course of 2017.

Too Late to Say Goodbye
The New York Times bestselling author of Bet Me, Tell Me Lies and Welcome to
Temptation delivers her long-awaited novel Andie Miller is ready to move on in life.
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She wants to marry her fiancé and leave behind everything in her past, especially
her ex-husband, North Archer. But when Andie tries to gain closure with him, he
asks one final favor of her before they go their separate ways forever. A very
distant cousin of his has died and left North as the guardian of two orphans who
have driven out three nannies already, and things are getting worse. He needs a
very special person to take care of the situation and he knows Andie can handle
anything. When Andie meets the two children she quickly realizes things are much
worse than she feared. The place is a mess, the children, Carter and Alice, aren't
your average delinquents, and the creepy old house where they live is being run
by the worst housekeeper since Mrs. Danvers. What's worse, Andie's fiancé thinks
this is all a plan by North to get Andie back, and he may be right. Andie's dreams
have been haunted by North since she arrived at the old house. And that's not the
only haunting. What follows is a hilarious adventure in exorcism, including a selfdoubting parapsychologist, an annoyed medium, her Tarot-card reading mother,
an avenging ex-mother-inlaw, and, of course, her jealous fiancé. And just when she
thinks things couldn't get more complicated, North shows up on the doorstep
making her wonder if maybe this time things could be different between them. If
Andie can just get rid of all the guests and ghosts, she's pretty sure she can save
the kids, and herself, from the past. But fate might just have another thing in mind

Berani Bertaruh? (Bet Me)
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You're invited to spend the weekend with three extraordinary sisters When she was
sixteen, Dee Fortune kidnapped her two younger sisters and ran from danger. Now
twenty-nine, she's still trying to control her shape-shifting power—no easy task
when Danny James shows up one Friday morning with his deadly smile and
dangerous questions about the past. Lizzie is determined to save her family from
financial ruin by turning straw into gold; now if she could only stop turning forks
into bunnies. Then Elric, a sorcerer, appears one Friday—annoyed with the chaos
Lizzie is creating in the universe and in his heart. . . . The youngest Miss Fortune,
Mare, towers above her sisters but her telekinetic power is dwarfed by their gifts.
She spends her days at Value Video!! and her nights contemplating the futility of
her existence. But then a gorgeous Value Video!! VP and Mare's long lost love turn
up. . .and they all turn up the heat on a weekend that no Fortune will soon forget!

Getting Rid of Bradley
The New York Times bestselling duo of Crusie and Mayer team up again with a
hilarious paranormal novel that shows why the wildest ride at the Dreamland
Amusement Park isn't the roller coaster Mary Alice Brannigan doesn't believe in the
supernatural. Nor does she expect to find that Dreamland, the decaying
amusement park she's been hired to restore, is a prison for the five Untouchables,
the most powerful demons in the history of the world. Plus, there's a guy she's
falling hard for, and there's something about him that's not quite right. But rocky
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romances and demented demons aren't the only problems in Dreamland: Mab's
also coping with a crooked politician, a supernatural raven, a secret government
agency, an inexperienced sorceress, an unsettling inheritance, and some mindboggling revelations from her past. As her personal demons wreck her newfound
relationship and real demons wreck the park, Mab faces down immortal evil and
discovers what everybody who's ever been to an amusement park knows: The end
of the ride is always the wildest.

The Unfortunate Miss Fortunes
Part basset, part beagle, all Cupid… For Nina Askew, turning forty means
freedom—from the ex-husband, freedom from their stuffy suburban home,
freedom to focus on what she wants for a change. And what she wants is
something her ex always vetoed—a puppy. A bouncy, adorable puppy. Instead she
gets…Fred. Overweight, middle-aged, a bit smelly and obviously depressed, Fred is
light-years from perky. But he does manage to put Nina in the path of Alex Moore,
her gorgeous, younger-by-a-decade neighbor. Alex seems perfect—he's a sexy,
seemingly sane, surprisingly single E.R. doctor—but the age gap convinces Nina
that anyone but Alex would be better relationship material. But with every silverhaired stiff she dates, the more she suspects it's the young, dog-loving doc she
wants to sit and stay!
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The Cinderella Deal
Lucy Savage is not having a good week. Her cheating husband, Bradley, lobbed the
final insult when he stood her up in divorce court. A dye job gone wrong has left
her hair green. And someone is trying to kill her. To top it off, sexy cop Zack
Warren is certain that the very same man Lucy is trying to wash right out of her
hair is the same Bradley he wants to arrest for embezzlement. When someone
shoots at her and then her car blows up, Zack decides she needs twenty-four-hour
police protection. Next thing Lucy knows, Zack has moved in to her big Victorian
house, making them both sleepless…and not just from things that go bump in the
night!

The Widow and the Wastrel
Life is reasonably rosy for plus-size ex-pop star turned Assistant Dormitory Director
and sometime sleuth Heather Wells. Her freeloading ex-con dad is finally moving
out. She still yearns for her hot landlord, Cooper Cartwright, but her relationship
with "rebound beau," vigorous vegan math professor Tad Tocco, is more than
satisfactory. Best of all, nobody has died lately in "Death Dorm," the aptly
nicknamed student residence that Heather assistant-directs. Of course every silver
lining ultimately has some black cloud attached. And when the latest murdered
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corpse to clutter up her jurisdiction turns out to be her exceedingly unlovable boss,
Heather finds herself on the shortlist of prime suspects—along with the rabblerousing boyfriend of her high-strung student assistant and an indecently handsome
young campus minister who's been accused of taking liberties with certain girls'
choir members. With fame beckoning her back into show business (as the star of a
new kids' show!) it's a really bad time to get wrapped up in another homicide. Plus
Tad's been working himself up to ask her a Big Question, which Heather's not sure
she has an answer for . . .

Ain't She Sweet?
The aim of this book is to bridge the widening gap between ongoing educational
reforms and the lack of advances in knowledge, research and practice. Included is
a description of new mechanisms in fields such as leadership, staff development
and curriculum change.

Bet Me
With this ring… They’re temporarily wed! Heiress Jane Dryer will do anything to
escape her controlling father and the life of domestic drudgery he decrees—even
elope with the handsome stranger she meets in a speakeasy! Wealthy railroad
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owner David Albright needs a temporary wife and Jane needs her independence, so
the plan is to marry, then walk away. Only very soon, their fake marriage feels
seductively real!

Trust Me on This
The New York Times–bestselling author proves that appearances can be deceiving
in this irresistible Americana romance set in the Buckeye State. Married at
seventeen and widowed shortly thereafter, Elizabeth Carrel, known about town as
“young widow Carrel,” barely even knew what it was like to be a wife. Most of her
adult life has been on her own, caring for her daughter with the help of her highsociety mother-in-law. She’s never even really missed having a man around—until
the most unlikely of suitors awakens feelings she can’t ignore. The last time
Elizabeth saw Jed Carrel, her late husband’s brother, he seemed determine to
break every tie with his proper, wealthy family through his crude and lazy
behavior. But now that the prodigal son has returned, he seems different—kinder,
more determined, much more appealing. Elizabeth knows she should keep her
distance, but after so long alone, she’s finding his charms difficult to resist. Janet
Dailey has over 300 million books sold, and The Widow and the Wastrel is the
perfect example of why. A brilliant blend of small-town charm and sophisticated
romance, this Ohio-set love story is guaranteed to woo readers.
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Kissing Tolstoy
Sophie Dempsey wants to help her sister film a video and then get out of
Temptation, Ohio. Mayor Phin Tucker wants to play pool with the police chief and
keep things peaceful. But when Sophie and Phin meet, they both get more than
they want. Gossip, blackmail, adultery, murder, vehicular abuse of a corpse, and
slightly perverse but excellent sex: all hell breaks loose in Temptation as Sophie
and Phin fall deeper and deeper in trouble and in love.

Anyone But You
"My feelings will not be repressed. You must allow me to tell you how ardently I
admire and love you." --Mr. Darcy, Pride and Prejudice The taboo affair of Jane and
Mr. Rochester. The (literally) timeless love between Edward and Bella. The
improbable pairing of Grace and Josh. Climb between the covers with The 100 Best
Romance Novels, collected here for the very first time. Avid fans of the romance
genre, the ladies at Crimson Romance know a thing or two about igniting
scintillating passion. They've not only collected 100 of the best romance novels of
all time, but also provided delicious summaries for each of their picks. From
tempting classics like E.M. Hull's The Sheik to adrenaline-pumping contemporaries
like Jennifer Crusie's Bet Me, this collection of romance novels is sure to melt your
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heart!

The Veiled Web
Rescued during a break-in by a hit man sent by the mob to protect her, food writer
Agnes Crandall finds her situation further complicated by a missing cache of
money that becomes a key factor in a Southern mafia wedding.

Her Naughty Holiday
Unlikely lovers Min Dobbs and Cal Morrisey agree not to pursue a relationship after
one date, but they are thrown together again as they deal with a jealous exboyfriend, a determined psychologist, and a bizarrely intelligent cat.

Being with Dying
Written within a cloistered environment to protect sources that have yet to be
identified, TOO LATE TO SAY GOODBYE is a chilling portrait of two beautiful,
successful women whose murders were made to look like suicides. Jenn Corbin
appeared to have it all: two little boys, a posh home in the suburbs of Atlanta, and
a husband - Dr Bart Corbin, a successful dentist - who was handsome and brilliant.
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Then, in December 2004, Jenn was found dead with a bullet in her head,
apparently by suicide. Only later would detectives learn that another woman in Dr
Corbin's past had been found years earlier with nearly the exact same wound to
the head, also ruled a suicide. In TOO LATE TO SAY GOODBYE, Ann Rule - working
in cooperation with victims' families, police investigators, and sources from
Georgia to Australia - unravels the now-sensational deaths. What emerges is an
incredible tale of jealous rage; of stunning evidence that runs from the steamy to
the macabre; and of a fateful, mind-boggling coincidence that appears to have
motivated the killings. The definitive unravelling of one of the strangest murder
investigations of our time, this is the greatest achievement of a truly great writing
career.

Hunted Again
Kate Svenson may be a dynamite businesswoman—but after three failed
engagements, she's decided she's hopeless at romance. What she needs is a
Business Plan to help her find Mr. Right. The Cabins resort is ripe with eligible
bachelors, all rich and ambitious—just her type. But they're dropping like flies, and
after fishing Kate's latest reject out of the swimming pool Jake Templeton is
convinced that Kate is nothing but trouble. Especially for him. A man who's sworn
off ambition and a woman hanging from the top of the corporate ladder don't have
much in common. But in that unpredictable territory known as the heart, anything
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can happen…

Two Little Girls
Abby has just arrived in Summerville, Ohio, with her placid Newfoundland, Bowser.
She's reluctantly inherited her grandmother's coffee shop, but it's not long before
she's brewing up trouble in the form of magical baked goods and steaming up her
life with an exasperating college professor. And then there's Daisy, a web code
writer, and her hyperactive Jack Russell, Bailey. Her tightly-wound world spins out
of control when she discovers the chaos within and meets a mysterious dog trainer
whose teaching style is definitely hands-on. Finally there's Shar, professor of
ancient history at Summerville College, who wakes up one morning to find her
neurotic dachshund, Wolfie, snarling at an implacable god sitting at her kitchen
table, the first thing in her life she hasn't been able to footnote. What on earth is
going on in this unearthly little town? It's up to Abby, Daisy, and Shar to find out
before an ancient goddess takes over Southern Ohio, and they all end up in the
apocalyptic doghouse

The Flapper's Scandalous Elopement
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Maybe This Time
Feel the thrills and chills of this heart-pounding romantic suspense from New York
Times bestselling author Heather Graham. A love rekindled…or a deadly reunion?
Even after a decade, Sarah Hampton is haunted by the night that nearly ended in a
bloody massacre and destroyed her high school romance with handsome Tyler
Grant. Now the horror has returned. It’s a reckoning from the events of that
terrifying night—and a love they never let go. Only this time Tyler must protect
Sarah from the killer hiding in the darkness…or lose her forever. First published in
2018 as OUT OF THE DARKNESS. This edition published in 2020.

Manhunting
New York Times bestselling novelist Jennifer Crusie combines fast-paced banter,
sexy situations, and unforgettable characters in this delightful romance about two
reluctant lovers who couldn’t be more wrong about being right for each other.
TRUST ME ON THIS Dennie Banks is an investigative reporter chasing down the
biggest story of her career. Alec Prentice is a government agent working
undercover to catch an elusive grifter. When they meet by accident, it’s a case of
mistaken identities at first sight. What they don’t mistake is the instant attraction
they have for each other, an attraction they’ll do everything in their power to
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resist—because Dennie thinks that Alec is running interference for her interview
subject, and Alec suspects that Dennie is linked to his swindler. As the confusion
grows, so do their feelings for each other, and what begins as a romantic comedy
of errors may just end in the love affair of a lifetime. From the Paperback edition.

Welcome to Temptation
Meet the Goodnights, a respectable family who have run a respectable art gallery
for generations. There's Gwen, the matriarch who sedates herself with doublecrostics and double vodkas, Eve the oldest daughter who has a slight identity
problem (she has two), and Nadine, the granddaughter who's ready to follow in the
family footsteps as soon as she can find a set that isn't leading off a cliff. Holding
everyone together is Matilda, the youngest daughter, who's inherited the secret
locked down in the basement of the Goodnight Gallery, the secret that she's willing
to do almost anything to keep, including break into a house in the dead of night to
steal back her past. Meet the Dempseys, or at least meet Davy, a reformed con
man who's just been ripped off for a cool three million by his financial manager,
who then gallantly turned it over to Clea Lewis, the most beautiful sociopath Davy
ever slept with. Davy wants the money back, but more than that he'll do anything
to keep Clea from winning, including break into her house in the dead of night to
steal back his future. One collision in a closet later, Tilda and Davy reluctantly join
forces to combat Clea, suspicious art collectors, a disgruntled heir, and an
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exasperated hitman, all the while coping with a mutant dachshund, a juke box
stuck in the sixties, questionable sex, a painting of three evil fisherman closing in
on a dyspeptic tuna, multiple personalities, miscellaneous Goodnights and
Dempseys, and the growing realization that they can't turn their backs on the
people they were meant to beor the people they were born to love. Faking It: What
has reality ever done for you?

Too Good to Be True
Maddie Faraday's life would be perfect--if it weren't for her cheating husband her
suspicious daughter her gossipy mother her secretive best friend her nosy
neighbors, and that guy she lost her virginity to twenty years ago In Tell Me Lies,
Jennifer Cruise dishes up a funny, sexy, suspenseful novel about small-town
secrets, big-time betrayals and the redemptive power of love, laughter and
chocolate brownies.

Agnes and the Hitman
Ain't She Sweet? Not exactly . . . The girl everybody loves to hate has returned to
the town she'd sworn to leave behind forever. As the rich, spoiled princess of
Parrish, Mississippi, Sugar Beth Carey had broken hearts, ruined friendships, and
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destroyed reputations. But fifteen years have passed, and life has taught Sugar
Beth its toughest lessons. Now she's come home—broke, desperate, and too proud
to show it. The people of Parrish don't believe in forgive and forget. When the
Seawillows, Sugar Beth's former girlfriends, get the chance to turn the tables on
her, they don't hesitate. And Winnie Davis, Sugar Beth's most bitter enemy,
intends to humiliate her in the worst possible way. Then there's Colin Byrne. . . .
Fifteen years earlier, Sugar Beth had tried to ruin his career. Now he's rich,
powerful, and the owner of her old home. Even worse, this modern-day dark prince
is planning exactly the sort of revenge best designed to bring a beautiful princess
to her knees. But none of them have reckoned on the unexpected strength of a
woman who's learned survival the hard way. While Sugar Beth's battered heart
struggles to overcome old mistakes, Colin must choose between payback and love.
Does the baddest girl in town deserve a second chance, or are some things beyond
forgiving? Ain't She Sweet? is a story of courage and redemption. . . of friendship
and laughter. . . of love and the possibility of happily-ever-after.

The 100 Best Romance Novels
Dumped by her boyfriend and demoted from WBBB's prime-time spot, radio
producer Allie McGuffey has nowhere to go but up. She plans to make her
comeback by turning temporary DJ Charlie Tenniel into a household name. And if
he's willing to help cure her breakup blues with a rebound fling, that's an added
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bonus. Charlie just wants to kick back, play good tunes and eat Chinese food. He's
not interested in becoming famous. But he is interested in Allie. And after all, what
harm is a little chemistry between friends? But suddenly their one-night stand has
become a four-week addiction. Night after night on the airwaves, his voice seduces
her…and all the other women in town. He's a hit. It looks as if Charlie's solved all
Allie's problems…except one. What is she going to do when he leaves?

Charlie All Night
When art teacher Quinn McKenzie decides to change her life by adopting a stray
dog over her family's and boyfriend's objections, she must cope with dognapping,
stalking, secrets, and two men who are suddenly crazy for her.

Big Boned
One Summer A summer spent traveling across America with brooding
photojournalist Shade Colby was not celebrity photographer Bryan Mitchell's idea
of a dream assignment. She found Shade to be arrogant, cynical…and infuriatingly
sexy. Plus they disagreed about everything. But there was one thing they had in
common—the fierce attraction for each other they could not deny! Temptation
Socialite Eden Carlbough knew running a girls' camp wouldn't be easy, but she
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didn't expect to be run up an apple tree by the little monsters. She was equally
surprised to come crashing down into the capable arms of orchard owner Chase
Elliot. While her handsome neighbor's overbearing ways were highly irritating, his
touch ignited feelings she'd never known….

Tell Me Lies
Welcome to Temptation Sophie Dempsey wants to help her sister film a video and
then get out of Temptation, Ohio. Mayor Phin Tucker wants to play pool with the
police chief and keep things peaceful. But when Sophie and Phin meet, they both
get more than they want. Gossip, blackmail, adultery, murder, vehicular abuse of a
corpse, and slightly perverse but excellent sex: all hell breaks loose in Temptation
as Sophie and Phin fall deeper and deeper in trouble and in love. Bet Me This is
New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Jennifer Crusie's novel about
long shots, risk management, true love, and great shoes. . . . Minerva Dobbs knows
how to work the odds. Calvin Morrisey always plays to win. But when they face off,
neither one is prepared. Because when real life meets true love, all bets are off. . .
. Minerva Dobbs knows that happily-ever-after is a fairy tale, especially with a man
who asked her to dinner to win a bet, even if he is gorgeous and successful Calvin
Morrisey. Cal knows commitment is impossible, especially with a woman as cranky
as Min Dobbs, even if she does wear great shoes and keep him on his toes. When
they say good-bye at the end of their evening, they cut their losses and agree
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never to see each other again. But fate has other plans, and it's not long before
Min and Cal meet again. Soon they're dealing with a jealous ex-boyfriend, Krispy
Kreme doughnuts, a determined psychologist, chaos theory, a freakishly intelligent
cat, Chicken Marsala, and more risky propositions than either of them ever
dreamed of. Including the biggest gamble of all---true love.

Hard and Fast
Linc Blaise persuades Daisy Flattery to pose as his fiancâee in order to win a dream
job, but his plan backfires and he must marry her or expose his ruse.
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